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A B S T R A C T

Leporid VH genes used in the generation of their primary antibody repertoire exhibit highly divergent lineages.
For the European rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) four VHa lineages have been described, the a1, a2, a3 and a4.
Hares (Lepus spp.) and cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus) express one VHa lineage each, the a2L and the a5, re-
spectively, along with a more ancient lineage, the Lepus spp. sL and S. floridanus sS. Both the European rabbit and
the Lepus europaeus use a third lineage, VHn, in a low proportion of their VDJ rearrangements. The VHn genes are
a conserved ancestral polymorphism that is being maintained in the leporid genome.Their usage in a low pro-
portion of VDJ rearrangements by both European rabbit and L. europaeus but not S. floridanus has been argued to
be a remnant of an ancient European leporid immunologic response to pathogens. To address this hypothesis, in
this study we sequenced VDJ rearranged genes for another North American leporid, L. americanus. Our results
show that L. americanus expressed these genes less frequently and in a highly modified fashion compared to the
European Lepus species. Our results suggest that the American leporid species use a different VH repertoire than
the European species which may be related with an immune adaptation to different environmental conditions,
such as different pathogenic agents.

1. Introduction

Immunoglobulin gene diversity in the European rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus) has been well studied. In the early 1960′s, serological surveys
in domestic breeds defined three allotypic immunoglobulin heavy chain
variable region (IGHV) lineages, the so-called VHa allotypes a1, a2 and
a3 (Dray et al., 1963; Oudin, 1960). VH allotypic markers have not been
found in other species, and rabbit IGHV allotypes were puzzling for
many years since they are inherited in a Mendelian fashion and
homozygous VHa rabbits were found to express distinct VH genes. Some
of these were devoid of VHa allotype-specific determinants (the so-
called VHa negative or VHn, (VHx, VHy, and VHz); Horng et al., 1980).
The rabbit derives 80–90% of circulating immunoglobulin (Ig)

molecules from the VH1 gene, the most D-proximal VH gene (Knight,
1992; Knight and Becker, 1990), despite having more than 200 VH
genes (e.g. Ros et al., 2004). Since VH1 expresses the VHa allotypic
markers (e.g. Kindt, 1975; Margolies et al., 1977) this explains the
Mendelian inheritance of VHa genes. The remaining 10–20% of Ig
molecules are encoded by the VHn genes (Kim and Dray, 1973; Roux,
1981) which are localized at least 100 Kb upstream of VH1 (Mage et al.,
2006). A fourth and equally divergent allotypic lineage, a4, was de-
scribed in wild European rabbit Iberian populations that had no cross-
reaction to rabbit anti a-locus allo-antisera (Esteves et al., 2004).

Studies on IGHV gene diversity have been extended to some other
leporids. Early serologic analysis of Lepus americanus showed cross-re-
action with rabbit anti-a2 and anti-a3 antisera (reviewed in van der
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Loo, 1987). For Lepus europaeus and Lepus granatensis, two serological
phenotypes were described: partial reaction to anti-a2 antisera and no
reaction to any rabbit antiserum (Esteves, 2003). Sequencing of rear-
ranged VH genes showed that, in the generation of their antibody re-
pertoire, these two Lepus species use three VH lineages: i) the a2L
lineage, a trans-specific polymorphism to the rabbit VH1-a2 allele; ii)
the sL lineage, an ancestral and apparently Lepus-specific lineage
showing distinctive characters (Esteves et al., 2005); and iii) also, like
European rabbits, the VHn genes in 5–10% of VDJ rearrangements
(Pinheiro et al., 2013). Interestingly, for Sylvilagus floridanus, the ex-
pression of VHn was not observed and only two lineages were found
among rearranged VH genes: a fifth and equally divergent VHa lineage,
a5, and an ancient lineage, sS, related to the hares’ sL (Pinheiro et al.,
2014). Taken together these findings suggest that the leporid VH genes
are subject to strong selective pressure likely imposed by specific pa-
thogens (Pinheiro et al., 2014, 2016). The VHn genes are a conserved
ancestral polymorphism that is being maintained in the leporids
genome and their usage in a low proportion of VDJ rearrangements by
both European rabbit and L. europaeus, but not S. floridanus, has been
argued to be a remnant of an ancient European leporid immunologic
response to pathogens (Pinheiro et al. 2013, 2014).

In this study, we addressed the hypothesis that the pathogen com-
munity of different continents may impose different selective pressures
and favour the expression of VHn only in European species. The family
Leporidae comprises 11 genera, which include Oryctolagus, Lepus and
Sylvilagus (Alves and Hackländer, 2008); Sylvilagus diverged from Or-
yctolagus 10 million years ago and Lepus diverged from both Oryctolagus
and Sylvilagus 12 million years ago (Matthee et al., 2004). Ancestral
Lepus originated in North America and afterwards expanded into Eur-
asia; the dispersal events resulted in a rapid radiation of the genus (Wu
et al., 2005). Oryctolagus and the Lepus species, L. europaeus, for which a
low proportion of the VHn expression has been observed, inhabit the
Eurasian continent while Sylvilagus is a Native American leporid
(Chapman et al., 1980; Flux and Angermann, 1990). Here, to test our
hypothesis we sequenced rearranged VDJ genes from another Native
American leporid, L. americanus (Chapman et al., 1980; Flux and
Angermann, 1990).

2. Material and methods

2.1. Samples, amplification and sequencing of rearranged VDJ genes

Spleen samples from Lepus americanus specimens were collected by
local hunters. Samples were collected immediately post-mortem, placed
in RNAlater and stored at -20 °C for further analysis. In total, we sam-
pled 9 specimens, 8 in Canada (5 - LamKYU, Lam1675, Lam28961,
Lam28997, Lam191030 - in the Yukon and 3 – Lam1, Lam2, Lam3 - in
Quebec) and 1, LamINEZ, in the United States (Montana). Total RNA
was extracted using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol, followed by first-strand cDNA
synthesis with the SuperScriptTM III Reverse Transcriptase Kit
(Invitrogen) using 1 μg RNA. Rearranged VDJ genes were PCR ampli-
fied using primers VH (5′GGAGACTGGGCTGCGCTGGCTTCTCCT
GGT3′; Esteves et al., 2005) and JH2 (5′TGAGGAGACGGTGACCAGGG
TGCCT3′; Pinheiro et al., 2013). PCR amplification was performed
using the PCR Master Mix (Promega) with annealing temperature of
62 °C for 45 s and 1min extension, for 35 cycles. PCR products were
purified (NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up kit, Macherey-Nagel, Ger-
many) and cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector system II (Promega,
Madison, WI, USA). For each specimen, thirty clones were selected.
Sequencing was performed on an ABI PRISM 310 Genetic Analyser (PE
Applied Biosystems).

2.2. Phylogenetic analyses

Of the sequences obtained in this study, those containing insertions

and deletions (indels) or stop codons in the V and J segments were
eliminated from the dataset. Additionally, redundant sequences were
also eliminated. The remaining 216 unique VDJ gene sequences thus
obtained were aligned with available sequences for leporid VDJ genes
taken from GenBank using CLUSTAL W (Thompson et al., 1994) as
implemented in BioEdit v7.2.5 (Hall, 1999) and the amino acid se-
quences inferred. Used sequences include rabbit germ line VH1 genes of
a1, a2 and a3 allotypes; rabbit cDNA VH gene sequences representative
of allotypes a1, a2, a3, a4.1 and a4.2; rabbit germ line and rabbit and
Lepus cDNA VH gene sequences of VHx, VHy and VHz, and Lepus and S.
floridanus cDNA VH gene sequences representative of lineages a2L, a5,
sL and sS. VH genes of the human VH3 family were used as outgroup.
Accession numbers for all sequences are given in Table 1.

The evolutionary relationships between leporid VH amino acid se-
quences were analysed in a Bayesian inference (BI) framework using
MrBayes v3.2 (Huelsenbeck et al., 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck,
2003). All priors were set to the defaults and the MCMC chains were
run for 60*106 generations, sampling every 6000 generations and dis-
carding the first 25% trees. The amino acid evolution model was not a
priori defined; instead MrBayes searched the best fitting model during

Table 1
Accession numbers for VH gene sequences used in the phylogenetic analysis.

Sequence identification Accession number

rabbit germline sequences
VH1a1, VH4a1 M93171, M93181
VH1a2, VH4a2 M93172, M93182
VH1a3, VH4a3 M93173, L03846
Vhx, Vhx2 L03846, M19706
Vhz AF264469

rabbit cDNA sequences
a1_Ocun1-Ocun4 AF029933, AF029934, AF029938,

AF029940
a2_Ocun1-Ocun4 L03849, L03851, L03853, L03856
a3_Ocun1-Ocun4 AF029923, AF098235, AF264434,

AF264435
a4.1_I- IV AY207979- AY207982
a4.2_I- III AY208042, AY208047, AY207967
Vhx_Oca, Vhx_Oca2 AY207986, AY208045
Vhy_Oca AY208006

Lepus cDNA sequences
sLe1_397, sLe1_400, sLe2_408,

sLe2_412, Le8.1, Le8.12
AY288451, AY288453, AY288459,
AY288462, KF460076, KF460085

sLg15_640-642, sLg15_644 AY288464- AY288467
a2_Le1.396, a2_Le1.401,

a2_Lg1983, a2_Lg1986,
Le5.13, Le6.1, Le8.16

AY288450, AY288454, AY288491,
AY288494, KF460042,KF460056,

KF460087
VHx Le5.2, Le5.17, KF460034, KF460046
VHy-VHz Le6.17, Le6.24, Le8.11 KF460070, KF460075, KF460084,

S. floridanus cDNA sequences
a5 Sfl1.26, Sfl3.10 KM275513, KM275544
sS Sfl1.14, Sfl4.31 KM275503, KM275580
Human VH3 family sequences
Hsap1- Hsap4 M99666, M99672, M99679, M99682

Sequences in the current study
LamKYU MK145040-MK145042, MK145044-

MK145067
Lam1675 MK144837-MK144852, MK144854-

MK144860, MK144862, MK144864
Lam28961 MK144914-MK144928, MK144930-

MK144937, MK144939-MK144942
Lam28997 MK144943-MK144952, MK144954-

MK144958, MK144960-MK144970
Lam191030 MK144866-MK144868, MK144870-

MK144872, MK144874-MK144889
Lam1 MK144890-MK144900, MK144902-

MK144908, MK144910-MK144913
Lam2 MK144971-MK144984
Lam3 MK144985-MK145011
LamINEZ MK145012-MK145039
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the run. Convergence was checked using Tracer v1.6 (Rambaut et al.,
2018) and the tree was visualized with FigTree v1.4.0 (http://tree.bio.
ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).

The obtained BI trees showed both low node support and poly-
tomies, a pattern interpreted as reflecting the high variability of VH
gene sequences. To overcome this, a Neighbor-Joining (NJ) tree was
obtained in MEGA6 (Tamura et al., 2013), using the p-distance, to
group sequences according to their similarity. The NJ tree grouped the
L. americanus sequences into four clusters: sL lineage similar sequences,
VHa2-like sequences, VHa sequences showing signs of gene conversion
with other lineages and VHn sequences. The sL lineage cluster included
sequences of all L. americanus individuals except Lam1675; the a2
lineage cluster included LamKYU, Lam28997, Lam1675 and Lam3 se-
quences; the cluster of VHa sequences showing signs of gene conversion
with other lineages included LamKYU, Lam1675 and Lam3 sequences
and the VHn cluster included two sequences of LamKYU. Consensus
sequences, calculated as the most frequent nucleotide residue at each
position, were then obtained for each group of similar sequences and
each specimen, except for the two LamKYU sequences that classified as
Vhx. The following consensus sequences were obtained: LamKYU_-
consensus_a2Lx, LamKYU_consensus_sL, Lam1675_consensus_a2Lx,
Lam1675_consensus_a2L, Lam28961_consensus_sL, Lam28997_consen-
sus_a2L, Lam28997_consensus_sL, Lam191030_consensus_sL, Lam1_-
consensus_sL, Lam2_consensus_sL, Lam3_consensus_a2Lx, Lam3_con-
sensus_sL and LamINEZ_consensus_sL. Consensus amino acid sequences
and originating sequences are given in supplementary material 1. Ad-
ditional L. americanus sequences included in the consensus dataset are
LamKYU_15, LamKYU_cln25, LamKYU_cln29 and Lam3_2.

BI phylogenetic analyses were performed for the consensus se-
quences dataset using the specifications above except that MCMC
chains were run for 10*106 generations, sampling every 1000 genera-
tions.

2.3. Genetic distances

Genetic distances between VH genes among species were calculated
using the “compute net average distance between groups” option of
MEGA6.0 software (Tamura et al., 2013). This option corrects for var-
iance due to differences within groups, as expected in rearranged VH
genes which are somatically diversified.

3. Results and discussion

The existence of IGHV allelic lineages is a feature unique to the
European rabbit and other related leporids. Furthermore, each leporid

seems to express its own set of VH allelic lineages: four of these lineages
have been described for rabbit, a1-a4, (Esteves et al., 2004; Knight and
Becker, 1990; Mage et al., 1984), two lineages, the a2L and sL, were
described for the European Lepus spp., and the American Sylvilagus
floridanus also seems to use two VH lineages, the a5 and sS (Esteves
et al., 2005; Pinheiro et al., 2013, 2014). The VHn genes, also unique to
leporids, are used in low proportion in the generation of the antibody
repertoire by both the European rabbit and Lepus europaeus (Pinheiro
et al., 2013), but seem to not be used by S. floridanus (Pinheiro et al.,
2014), despite being present in the germline (Esteves, 2003). These
findings suggest that the VH lineages which are rearranged in different
leporid species are under selective pressure, possibly imposed by the
pathogen community of the different continents. In fact, American and
European leporids show varying susceptibilities to the same pathogens.
The myxoma virus that causes a benign infection in Native American
Sylvilagus leporids, such as S. floridanus, when introduced in Europe
became pathogenic for the European rabbit. It has also been suggested
that the S. floridanus introduction in Europe could have caused the
emergence of two related Caliciviruses affecting the European rabbit
and two hare species of Eurasian distribution (L. europaeus and L. ti-
midus), but not S. floridanus (Esteves et al., 2015).

To address the hypothesis that the pathogen community of the two
different continents may have imposed or still imposes different selec-
tive pressures and favour the expression of VHn only in European
species, we sequenced rearranged VDJ genes from Lepus americanus, a
Native American leporid. The BI phylogenetic tree using consensus
sequences shows clusters of the previously described rabbit, Lepus spp.
and S. floridanus lineages mostly with good support on the phylogenetic
tree (Fig. 1): the S. floridanus sS lineage (1.00 posterior probability), the
Lepus sL lineage (0.99 posterior probability,) the VHn lineages, VHx and
VHyz, (0.98 posterior probability), and the VHa lineages VHa1, VHa2,
VHa3, VHa4 and VHa5 (0.95, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00 and 1.00 posterior
probabilities, respectively). The Lepus VHa2L lineage sequences group
within the VHa1, VHa2, VHa4 and VHa5 cluster (0.95 posterior prob-
ability). L. americanus consensus sequences fall into these 3 groups: the
sL lineage cluster, the VHa cluster, and a Lepus VHx cluster (1.00, 0.95
and 0.95 posterior probabilities, respectively). In fact, the Lepus VHx
cluster groups L. europaeus and two L. americanus sequences. The cal-
culated genetic distances (Table 2) are in agreement with the major
clusters obtained in the phylogenetic tree and further support the
classification of the two L. americanus sequences as VHx. These two
sequences were obtained for specimen LamKYU that additionally has
sequences classified as sL and a2L (23-3, respectively). As such, it seems
that L. americanus may use the VHx genes in a low proportion of VDJ
rearrangements (7%; this study) similarly to rabbit (10–20%; Kim and

Fig. 1. Phylogenetic tree of leporid VH genes. Human VH clan
3 genes were used to root the tree. Some groups were col-
lapsed for simplification; the sequences used in this analysis
were all taken from GenBank, indicated in Table 1, and the
consensus sequences obtained in the current study, as de-
scribed in Material and Methods. The a1, a2, a3 and a4 groups
include only European rabbit sequences, the a2L and sL groups
include only hare sequences (L. europaeus, L. granatensis and L.
americanus) and the a5 and sS groups include only S. floridanus
sequences. The VHyz group includes European rabbit and L.
europaeus sequences. L. americanus expressed VH genes ob-
tained in this study for each individual are identified with
symbols as indicated in the legend. BI posterior probabilities
are depicted above each node.
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Dray, 1973; Roux, 1981) and L. europaeus (5–10%; (Pinheiro et al.,
2013). As for the remaining studied hares, the totality of the sequences
obtained for specimens Lam28961, Lam191030, Lam1, Lam2 and La-
mINEZ classified as sL while all Lam1675 sequences classified as a2L.
For Lam 28997 and Lam3, sequences were obtained that classified as sL
and as a2L (21-3 and 20-6, respectively).

We then grouped the L. americanus inferred amino acid sequences
according to the phylogenetic clustering and compared these to Lepus,
Sylvilagus and rabbit cDNA, as well as rabbit germline VH genes re-
presentative of VHn and VHa allotypes and sequences representative of
lineages a2L, sL and sS (Fig. 2; Supplementary Table 1). The rabbit VHn
sequences show the distinctive 70WVN72 motif and Q3, K/E20 residues.
The two L. americanus sequences that classified as VHx show the typical
70WVN72 motif as well as the 83AQN85 motif of rabbit VHx and Lepus
VHn genes but have E3 and T20 instead of Q3 and K/E20, residues
characteristic of the sL lineage. In fact, close inspection of these two
sequences reveals these are products of recombination between sL and
VHn genes, in which the FR1 is of the sL lineage genes and the

remaining VH sequence is of VHn lineage (Fig. 2). This feature remains
unobserved for other leporids VHn genes (Pinheiro et al., 2013). Al-
though possible, it is highly unlikely that these sequences represent PCR
chimaeras. This PCR methodology has been previously used to amplify
leporids VDJ genes (Pinheiro et al., 2013, 2014) and no chimaera for-
mation has been observed so far nor have we identified possible PCR
chimaeras in the remaining analysed L. americanus. Thus, despite
having found genes with VHn characteristics in the L. americanus re-
arranged VDJ genes, these were found for only one of the nine studied
L. americanus. Using a similar sequencing effort per sample, Pinheiro
et al (2013) found VHn genes in all studied L. europaeus showing no
signs of gene conversion. Thus, comparing our present results to the L.
europaeus VHn usage it seems that L. americanus VHn usage in VDJ
rearrangements is much less frequent and, when used, the VHn genes
undergo gene conversion events, despite being used in a similarly low
proportion of the VDJ gene rearrangements. This shows that the VHn
usage in VDJ rearrangements may in fact be under selective pressure
since there seems to be a correlation between VHn expression and the

Table 2
Genetic distances between leporids VH amino acid sequences.

Groups VHa VHn sL sS L. americanus

a1 a2 a2L a3 a4 a5 VHx VHyz a2L a2Lx Vhx

VHa a2 0.22
a2L 0.16 0.15
a3 0.16 0.27 0.21
a4 0.14 0.26 0.19 0.20
a5 0.19 0.21 0.15 0.23 0.22

VHn VHx 0.20 0.31 0.19 0.18 0.25 0.26
VHyz 0.23 0.34 0.22 0.18 0.27 0.28 0.07

sL 0.20 0.31 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.28 0.15 0.18
sS 0.22 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.28 0.28 0.13 0.17 0.06
L. americanus

a2L 0.11 0.16 0.04 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.20
a2Lx 0.16 0.23 0.08 0.16 0.22 0.19 0.10 0.11 0.15 0.17 0.06
VHx 0.27 0.37 0.24 0.22 0.31 0.33 0.09 0.15 0.20 0.23 0.21 0.14
sL 0.20 0.30 0.21 0.18 0.25 0.26 0.13 0.15 0.03 0.08 0.15 0.13 0.17

Fig. 2. Alignment of leporid VH protein sequences. Dashes (-) represent alignment gaps. Dots (·) indicate identity with the master sequence except at gap positions.
The ‘IMGT Protein display for V domain’ header is shown (Lefranc et al, 2003). Shown are representatives of European rabbit VH1a1, VH1a2, VH1a3, Vhx and Vhz
germline sequences (Genbank accession numbers M93171, M93172, M93173, L03846 and AF264469, respectively), European rabbit a4 and Vhy cDNA sequences
(Genbank accession numbers AY207979 and AY208006), hare a2L and sL cDNA sequences (Genbank accession numbers AY288494 and KF460076) and S. floridanus
a5 and sS cDNA sequences (Genbank accession numbers KM275513 and KM275580), as well as the sequences obtained in this study that classified as VHn (Genbank
accession numbers MK145063 and MK145066) and the sequences classified as a2L that show signs of gene conversion (Genbank accession numbers MK144838,
MK144845, MK144851, MK144853, MK144990, MK144992, MK145000, MK145003, MK145010, MK145045, MK145067). Highlighted in grey are the VHa
70WAK72, VHn 70WVN72 and sL/ sS lineages 70SVK72 and VHa 19LTLTCT24, VHn 19LKLS/CCK24 and sL/ sS lineages 19LTLTCK24 motifs. For the gene-converted a2L
sequences, motifs obtained through gene conversion are underlined. For the L. americanus VHn sequences (LamKYU_29 and LamKYU_25), the sL FR1 sequence is
underlined and the VHn sequence is double underlined.
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continent of origin of the leporid species: European species, rabbit and
L. europaeus, typically express the VHn genes in a similar low propor-
tion of their VDJ rearrangements (Kim and Dray, 1973; Roux, 1981;
Pinheiro et al., 2013), whereas North American species, S. floridanus
and L. americanus, do not express the VHn genes or express gene-con-
verted VHn genes very infrequently (Pinheiro et al., 2014; present
study) (Fig. 3).

Considering that, for L. americanus, serologic cross-reaction with
rabbit anti-a2 and anti-a3 antisera was observed (reviewed in van der
Loo, 1987) we expected to identify the a2L lineage in the obtained L.
americanus sequences, as well as a lineage related to the rabbit VHa3.
Even though we sampled L. americanus across its geographic distribu-
tion no L. americanus sequences grouped in the rabbit VHa3 cluster on
the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1). Characteristic amino acids for the a1, a2
and a4 lineages have been described but none for the a3 lineage (re-
viewed in Pinheiro et al., 2011). Compared to the other VHa lineages,
the a3 sequences are less derived (Esteves et al., 2005) and even share
some characteristic residues with the VHn lineages, namely C40, C55,
Y57 and S60. The majority of the 42 sequences obtained in this study
that classified as a2L have the VHa characteristic 19LTLTCT24 of FR1
and 70WAK72 of FR3 motifs as well as S3, T18, R80 and N83 residues, as
previously described for the a2L lineage (Esteves et al., 2005; Pinheiro
et al., 2013) but have E5 instead of K5 residues (Supplementary
Table 1). Of these sequences, 11 show the VHn motif 70WVN72 along
with some residues characteristic of other lineages such as lineage sL E3,
lineage VHn Q3, K20 and lineages VHa3 and VHn C55, Y57 and S60. Thus,
a high percentage (27.5%) of the a2L sequences identified in this study
share some of these residues with both the VHn and VHa3 lineages. The
cross reaction to rabbit anti-a3 sera observed for L. americanus in-
dividuals (reviewed in van der Loo, 1987) may be due to this sharing of
residues between a2L sequences and the VHa3 lineage.

Overall, our results indicate that although some features of leporid
VH gene usage are genus-specific, in their in VDJ rearrangements all
studied Lepus spp. characteristically use the sL and a2L lineages,

Sylvilagus uses the sS and a5 lineages and rabbit uses the a1, a2, a3 and
a4 lineages, other features seem to be the product of natural selection,
such as the usage of the VHn genes. VHn genes are a conserved an-
cestral polymorphism that has been maintained in the leporid genome;
their usage in a low proportion of the VDJ rearrangements by the
European rabbit and European Lepus species has been argued to be a
remnant of an ancient leporid immunologic response to pathogens
(Pinheiro et al., 2013). During leporid evolutionary history the VHn
genes must have been important in the immune response against some
pathogens and, hence, their retention and occasional usage in 5–20% of
VDJ rearrangements. The VHn were not expressed in Sylvilagus
(Pinheiro et al., 2014) and our results showed that L. americanus ex-
pressed these genes less frequently and in a highly modified fashion
compared to the European Lepus species. Collectively, our findings
suggest that the American leporid species use a different VH repertoire
than the European species, which may be related with an immune
adaptation to different environmental conditions, such as different
pathogenic agents.
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